·BATTLE TESTED EQUIPMENT·

BTE Match Trigger Installation Instructions
STEP 1: Check to Make Sure that the rifle is Empty and there is not a round in the chamber.
STEP 2: Separate the upper receiver from the lower receiver.
STEP 3: Drive out the hammer and trigger pins.
STEP 4: Remove all of the trigger parts from the lower receiver.
STEP 5: Unscrew the grip from the lower receiver. Maintain pressure on the grip, it holds the safety spring and plunger in
the receiver.
STEP 6: Slowly remove the grip and catch the safety spring and plunger as they fall from the lower receiver.
STEP 7: Remove the safety lever.
STEP 8: Place Your New BTE Match Trigger assembly almost all the way down into the receiver and insert the safety.
The safety must fit into the receiver over the rear of the trigger assembly.
STEP 9: Reinstall the pins removed in STEP 3. These pins will not stay in place. Keep your hand against the pins or place
masking tape on one side of the receiver to keep them from dropping free.
STEP 10: Insert the safety plunger into the lower receiver.
STEP 11: Insert the safety spring into the hand grip.
STEP 12: Install the hand grip, making sure the safety plunger and spring properly align.
STEP 13: Use the hex-head wrench provided and firmly seat the two trigger lock screws that are already installed on each
side of the trigger, on the inside of the trigger assembly. You will have to move the ends of the spring wires out of the way
to access these screws.
STEP14: If you have a polymer lower please see NOTE below first. Insert and tighten the two lock screws provided
loose in the package on top of the trigger lock screws. Do NOT over tighten set screws if they are being tightened
into a polymer lower as they can damage your lower if you over tighten. You can use Chapstick or lipstick to stick
these screws to the hex-head wrench to keep them from falling off while you insert them. STEP 15: Make Sure that the
Hammer Spring Legs are moved back to the Outside of the two Trigger Spring Coils and AWAY from the Trigger Lever.
Step 16: Install the upper receiver to the lower receiver.
Step 17: Remove any masking tape and check trigger function.
You Did It!!! Your BTE Match Trigger Install is Complete!!!

